
 

Nchphotostageserialnumberregistration

the following attributes may be provided to guide optimization of the request execution. important:
the expiration time can not be used in this operation because this api does not provide any

mechanism for updating the timeout. if the requester needs to keep the registration the operation
will automatically succeed, once the content-length and other headers are sent. this feature was
introduced in photon os 3.0.3. it allows the registration of serial numbers for pictures. this allows

keeping track of multiple sets of serial numbers for images, as well as temporarily or permanently
assigning serial numbers to an image. returns the status of a given nchp stage. valid statuses are:
nchps_halted, nchps_running, nchps_interactive, and nchps_finished. nchps_halted means that the
nchp stage has stopped receiving the frame request. nchps_running means that the nchp stage is
currently receiving the frame request. nchps_interactive means that the nchp stage is currently

displaying or has recently displayed a frame. nchps_finished means that the nchp stage has finished
displaying a frame. the links mingw and wxwidgets are free and open source software (foss)
development tools that will provide you with many high quality free tools for both software

development and the development of graphical interfaces. wxwidgets is developed by xicidio ltd.
(http://www.wxwidgets.org). the book is about being able to build applications and typically shows

some programming with microsoft visual studio. the book is a little bit ms-centric which causes it to
be a little bit less portable.
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has stopped receiving the frame request.
nchps_running means that the nchp stage
is currently receiving the frame request.
nchps_interactive means that the nchp

stage is currently displaying or has recently
displayed a frame. nchps_finished means

that the nchp stage has finished displaying
a frame. the links mingw and wxwidgets
are free and open source software (foss)
development tools that will provide you

with many high quality free tools for both
software development and the

development of graphical interfaces.
wxwidgets is developed by xicidio ltd.

(http://www.wxwidgets.org). the book is
about being able to build applications and
typically shows some programming with

microsoft visual studio. the book is a little
bit ms-centric which causes it to be a little

bit less portable. 5ec8ef588b
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